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Introductions

Zoaib Mirza
Director, Academic Technology
DeVry Online Services
FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Zoaib welcomes everyone and talks briefly about the Academic Technology Team.
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Introductions

Kymberli Mulford
Senior Instructional Technologist, Academic Technology
DeVry Online Services
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Zoaib introduces Kymberli:
Kymberli has an M.A. Ed in Instructional Technology and has spent over 20 years coaching educators in the effective integration of technology, most recently focusing her attention on improving the skills of online educators. As an avid “early adopter” of most new technologies that aim to influence the
educational world, she eagerly accepted the role of Project Lead for “Cutting Edge Technologies”.

Topics for Today’s Presentation
• New Considerations in Design Composition
• Capitalizing on API/LTI
• Best Practice in Gamification
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For each topic, we will discuss:
•

What IS it?

•

Why is it “cutting edge”?

•

Who else is utilizing it, and how are they doing so?

•

What are the benefits to students?

•

What else is “interesting to know” about it?

FEBRUARY 24, 2014
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…And we have a brief activity for
you to participate in for each
topic!
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New Considerations in Design Composition

Matthew Crowley
Instructional Technologist, Academic Technology
DeVry Online Services
FEBRUARY 24, 2014
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Kymberli introduces Matthew:
Matthew is primarily responsible for User Interface Design, among the Academic Technology Team. He utilizes years of experience and knowledge in graphic design as well as fine art photography into every design he makes.

New Considerations in Design Composition
What IS it?

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

What ARE these “new considerations”?
• Use of heatmap studies to track viewers’ eye movements
• Validation of good design practices borrowed from other visual arts
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New Considerations in Design Composition
What IS it?
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Design Composition for Effective, Engaging e-Learning
Much like a professional photographer composes a photograph, the composition of e-Learning content should be made with the viewer in mind.
Common design principles are shared between photography, graphic design, architecture and much more. They are in place to help guide the viewer’s attention to specific areas, while minimizing distracting elements.
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New Considerations in Design Composition
What IS it?
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Putting design elements into further practice and studying what grabs the viewer’s attention will increase the ease at which a viewer navigates a user interface, retains the content, and keeps their attention.
There are many factors that contribute to a successful design just as there are many elements that contribute to a successful photograph. When a photographer composes a photograph, a lot of things go through their mind as to how the information will be received by the viewer. The photographer takes
things into consideration such as leading lines, rule of thirds, power points, symmetry, The Golden Spiral and Golden Triangle and the backwards S and tries to avoid any unnecessary distractions. These rules of composition identify interest points that make a photo more interesting and lead the viewer to
places that the photographer intends for their eyes to go.
What would a designer of e-Learning content see?

New Considerations in Design Composition
Why is it “cutting edge”?
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Why is this “cutting edge”?
After numerous heatmap tests on multiple websites have been done, common themes tend to arise;
• The most important content should be at the top of a page
• Content below the fold of a web browser receives significantly reduced viewing time
• Viewers spend more time looking at the left side of a page
• Viewers read content in a F-shaped pattern;
• Most important headlines first
• Followed by subheadings
• Skim through paragraphs
• People’s eyes fixate on the upper-left of any page
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New Considerations in Design Composition
Why is it “cutting edge”?
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Today social media is setting the bar.
We live in a world of A.D.D., fueled by instant gratification and ease of use. Viewers today are inundated with Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Google+ so much on a daily basis now that how they view content on those social media sites is beginning to affect how they view content on other pages. If it wasn’t
easy to get to, or didn’t grab their attention they may never see it. Above is a heatmap study on the news feed of a Facebook page. You can see the same themes occurring here as I just mentioned; upper-left weighted viewing, an F-shaped pattern slightly emerging.
• The most important content should be at the top of a page
• Content below the fold of a web browser receives significantly reduced viewing time
• Viewers spend more time looking at the left side of a page
• Viewers read content in a F-shaped pattern;
• Most important headlines first
• Followed by subheadings
• Skim through paragraphs
• People’s eyes fixate on the upper-left of any page

New Considerations in Design Composition
Why is it “cutting edge”?
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Also, this again demonstrates the F-shaped pattern.
But this is an example of the fact that very little material “below the fold” is viewed. There are very few of these purple Xs below the thickest red line – which is the “fold”.
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New Considerations in Design Composition
Why is it “cutting edge”?
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This is an example of “banner blindness”. These are three separate heat scans demonstrating viewers’ eye movements of three separate pages.
Today’s social media has essentially trained us to ignore the ads at the top and sides of the page. The green boxes in each of the three images are the ads. The red and yellow areas on each page are where the viewers’ eyes focused the longest. You can see that they didn’t even travel to the ads.

New Considerations in Design Composition
Who else is using it? How?
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Who else is utilizing it, and how are they doing so?
Primarily, we see examples of this by commercial web designers. It’s worth our time as we look at the landing pages for prospective students, the landing pages for employees looking for information, etc. However, it’s worthy of our attention as we design courses, too…

Design Composition: What are the benefits to our students?

PAGE

What are the benefits to our students?
Presumably, better page design will place the most important information in the “prime locations” on the page, making it most likely to be seen by students. Information that is prominently placed on the page will be the most likely to be seen AND RECALLED by our students.

New Considerations in Design Composition

Audience Participation Time!
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Kymberli: OK, so it’s time for our audience to apply what they have learned…
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New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

Page Layout A

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

(Kymberli or Matthew)
I’m going to show you two page layouts, side by side.
In the Chat box, indicate which layout you think has the better design. And you get extra points for giving reasons for your choice.
OK, ready?

Page Layout B
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New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

Page Layout A

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Time for an Activity!
I’m going to show you two page layouts, side by side.
In the Chat box, indicate which layout you think has the better design. And you get extra points for giving reasons for your choice.
OK, ready?

Page Layout B
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New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

A
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Simple things like image placement or even the direction that a person, in an illustration or photograph, is looking can affect how much a viewer is able to focus on content.
In this case, the fact that John Muir is looking AWAY from the text is a distraction.
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New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

B
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Also, by having the image on the left, before the content, your brain has already viewed and processed the image. It can be used now as almost an “index” in your brain to recall all information following it and you are also less tempted to go back and look at it while in the middle of reading content.
Designers need to being mindful of what attracts the eye to where within the content can influence retention and make sure the important parts of the content are being read.
So, the better design was “Page Layout B”…

New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

Page Layout A
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Here’s another pair of pages.
Vote for your choice in the Chat box, and give reasons if you can.

Page Layout B
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New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

A
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In Page Layout A, there is some white space here that could be used more efficiently. White space is also very important to design. The amount of white space, or lack thereof, can greatly influence viewer retention.
The images in the main column have too much white space around them, while the text is so cramped together you can hardly tell where paragraphs begin or end.
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New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

B

FEBRUARY 24, 2014
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You can actually see where paragraphs are separated here, and the image placement is more effective. This makes better use of white space, while providing appropriate space for paragraphs and is essentially a cleaner layout.
So, again, Page Layout B was the better design.

New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

Page Layout A
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One last example…
In the Chat box, indicate which is the better layout, and WHY.

Page Layout B
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New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

A
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In Page Layout A, we see an excellent example of putting too much content on a page. There are design elements that are not relevant to the content can cause the viewers eye to be confused. Where do you even start looking at this page?

New Considerations in Design Composition
Audience Participation Time!

B
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In Page Layout B, we see an excellent example of a cleaner layout. Being mindful of what you are showing your customer can be the difference between getting business and giving a customer vertigo or motion sickness.
So, for the third time, Page Layout B was the better design.

New Considerations in Design Composition

Questions or comments
for Matthew?

Matthew Crowley
Instructional Technologist, Academic Technology
DeVry Online Services
FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Kymberli asks the audience if they have any questions or comments for Matthew.
Kymberli thanks Matthew for his contribution to today’s presentation.
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Capitalizing on API/LTI

John Leahy
Instructional Technologist, Academic Technology
DeVry Online Services
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Kymberli introduces John:
John Leahy is a technical jack-of-all-trades. He has led large academic technology pilots and is the creator of the Sidebar faculty collaboration platform. He is currently the administrator of THE|HUB and he is the developer, administrator, and data architect for EQUELLA and Project Independence.”

Capitalizing on API/LTI
What IS it?

“Application Programming Interface”

FEBRUARY 24, 2014
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API : What IS it?
APIs stand for “Application Programming Interface” which is computer jargon for “a way to let programs’/software/apps’/platforms’ features/logic work together”.
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Capitalizing on API/LTI
What IS it?

“Application Programming Interface”
Let programs’ features work together
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API : What IS it?
APIs stand for “Application Programming Interface” which is computer jargon for “a way to let programs’/software/apps’/platforms’ features/logic work together”.
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Capitalizing on API/LTI
What IS it?

+

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

=
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Just like glue APIs are a “plus sign” – they add features together. So we might take the presentation platform Prezi and an iPhone, and APIs would let us combine them both to make a presentation remote control.
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Capitalizing on API/LTI
What IS it?

+
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Similarly, we can take Pearson LearningStudio (or eCollege) and software that allows students to record videos of their comments and thoughts, and APIs can let us combine them into a discussion forum that allows video comments.

Capitalizing on API/LTI
Why is it “cutting edge”?
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Why are APIs “cutting edge”?
This is cutting edge because APIs open possibilities that were previously not feasible. Before APIs, Prezi would have needed to come out with its own smartphone in order to make a remote. But with APIs, a developer can add a remote control feature to an iPhone and sell that as an app.

Capitalizing on API/LTI
Why is it “cutting edge”?
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This changes the landscape of what is realistically possible. We no longer need to spend large amounts of money, create a large server platform, or make massive development efforts to launch a best-in-breed product. We can use the very products we already have – LearningStudio, Salesforce, and others –
to build innovative products with a small team and limited amounts of resources.

Capitalizing on API/LTI
Who else is using it? How?
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Who else is using APIs?
Kaplan University is building on top of the Pearson LearningStudio APIs. With a small team of developers, they have built mobile apps for iOS, Android, and Windows 8. They are also building data analytics into their courses, where large databases of student usage information predicts at-risk students before
they fall behind with classes.

Capitalizing on API/LTI
Who else is using it? How?
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Kaplan is also piloting badges in their courses using the APIs, rewarding students for activity in such as frequent discussion posts or early assignments submissions. In initial pilots, Kaplan has found a significant increase in persistence as well as up to a full letter grade improvement on average for students in
the course.

Capitalizing on API/LTI
What are the benefits to students?
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What are the benefits to our students?
APIs break through barriers. APIs let us build new, cutting edge learning experiences using the services we already own. Projects that previously required us to wait for a vendor to implement it or required a new vendor agreement can now be done in-house at a fraction of the cost.

Capitalizing on API/LTI
What are the benefits to students?
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Most of the new initiatives for new learning experiences for students and faculty are leveraging APIs.
Sidebar is a great example of what APIs can do – building faculty feedback and collaboration, using LearningStudio, THE|HUB, and existing issue resolution platforms. Very little development resources were created compared to the other alternatives to provide a similar experience.
CourseWriter is built completely on the EQUELLA APIs, using EQUELLA for permissions, security, hosting, saving, and data management.
And DeVry IT’s newest apps for Android and iOS use LearningStudio’s APIs to build a much richer learning experience for mobile devices.

Capitalizing on API/LTI
What else is interesting to know?

“Learning Tools Interoperability”
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One significant type of API is called LTI or Learning Tools Interoperability. The idea of LTI is that every learning experience – every ebook, every video lecture, every quiz, every software simulation – should work with every LMS. There should be one simple but powerful API that means connecting these
learning platforms together is always the same.

Capitalizing on API/LTI
What else is interesting to know?
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One significant type of API is called LTI or Learning Tools Interoperability. The idea of LTI is that every learning experience – every ebook, every video lecture, every quiz, every software simulation – should work with every LMS. There should be one simple but powerful API that means connecting these
learning platforms together is always the same.

Capitalizing on API/LTI

Audience Participation Time!
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Kymberli: Here we go! Activity time!
(Kymberli or John):
APIs are a way of adding multiple system’s features together. What programs would you like to see added together? What products, either for your teams or in your daily life, do you wish you could add the features of two different things to?
Maybe you add the assignments in your class with the lights in your house so that the lights get redder and redder as you get closer to a due date?
Maybe any time you get a perfect score on an assignment, it pings to let you share your excitement on Facebook or Twitter?

Capitalizing on API/LTI
Audience Participation Time!
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Think about the apps on your phone that you use most. Now think about the programs that you use most on your work or personal computers. What two items would you most like to see “connected”?
Use the Chat box to tell us which apps or programs YOU would most like to work together. The icons on the screen are just ideas to get you started.
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Capitalizing on API/LTI
What IS it?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

LMS discussions
LMS grading
LMS assignments
LMS progress
CMS/Repository
Badges/Points
eBook reader
Google Maps

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Delivery service
Smartphone
iPad / Tablet
Email
Social media
Evernote
Salesforce
Twitter
Text messages

CUTTING EDGE TECHNOLOGIES

And just to bring it back to the educational world, here are some examples of apps and programs that could be tied together, capitalizing on the power of API/LTI…
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Capitalizing on API/LTI

Questions or comments
for John?

John Leahy
Instructional Technologist, Academic Technology
DeVry Online Services

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Kymberli asks the audience if they have any questions or comments for John.
Kymberli thanks John for his contribution to today’s presentation.
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Best Practices in Gamification

Peter Diltz
Instructional Technologist, Academic Technology
DeVry Online Services
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Kymberli introduces Peter:
Peter Diltz is an Instructional Technologist who focuses mostly on developing web technologies. Prior to joining DeVry, he worked as in independent game developer and taught game design at the college level.
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Best Practice in Gamification
What IS it?

http://elearninginfographics.com/the-gamification-of-education-infographic/ and http://www.teachthought.com/video-games-2/video-games-in-the-classroom/

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

This is part of an interesting infographic about gamification in education.
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Best Practice in Gamification
What IS it?

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Gamification, as defined here, is “the inclusion of game design elements in nongame context”
• For our purposes this is limited to education situations
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Best Practice in Gamification
Why is it “cutting edge”?
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Why is it Cutting Edge?
Games have been used in educational environments for a very long time.
True gamification takes this further by introducing game element directly in the learning experience.
Newer technology is allowing this to be done in ways never seen before.
We can inject gaming elements that students are familiar with and can relate to directly into the course content.
This will allow for additional motivating factors, a sense of fun and accomplishment and prevent static delivery of content particularly in the online arena.
Source: www.theesa.com
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Best Practice in Gamification
Who else is using it? How?

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Who else is using it? How?
Microsoft Virtual Academy is a social learning platform for IT topics.
• Provides education on IT topics relevant to Microsoft technologies
• Uses a point system to reward user for completing training courses
• The complexity/length of the course determines point value
• Students earn trophies for reaching specific point levels
• Trophies are earned on a daily, monthly and weekly basis
• A high score board is provided to add competition as a motivational tool
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Best Practice in Gamification
Who else is using it? How?
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Who else is using it? How?
knowRe is an adaptive mathematics curriculum presented in an online format
• Interface is designed to look like a game with colorful graphics
• If a student has trouble with a question, the system guides the student with a step by step walkthrough without giving the student a solution.
• If the student still has trouble, the system breaks the question down to individual concepts to identifies and records the specific gap in understanding
• This information is provided to the teacher to aid in lesson planning

Media Request:
(Video here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=BMyjJKqxEBM)
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Best Practice in Gamification
Who else is using it? How?

“Soul of a Place” is an educational journey about the Federal Writers Project of
the Great Depression, enacted as part of President Franklin Roosevelt's efforts
to put Americans back to work.

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Who else is using it? How?
Source: www.gameslearningsociety.org/games.php
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Best Practice in Gamification
Who else is using it? How?

“Anatomy” Browser is a human anatomy catalog which allows you to peel away
layers of the body and identify muscles, organs, and systems of the body in full
3D. With the ability to adjust the transparency of each layer, you'll be able to
easily identify the relationship of organs to each other as well as their names!
FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Who else is using it? How?
Source: www.gameslearningsociety.org/games.php
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Best Practice in Gamification
Who else is using it? How?

Kerbal Space Program is, at its core, a rocketry simulation. When it first
became available for download it had a limited scope… (But) since the day it
was released, less than three years ago, KSP has grown to be so much more.
FEBRUARY 24, 2014

This game, Kerbal Space Program, began as a game for bored physics students with an interest in rocketry.
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Best Practice in Gamification
Who else is using it? How?

Beneath its childish surface lies a complex physics system churning through
mathematical calculations so expertly, real rocket scientists would blush to see
it. KSP has even earned the respect of NASA — many of its employees play it
regularly.
FEBRUARY 24, 2014

As you can read for yourself in the comments onscreen, it became much more than a game for bored physics students.
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Best Practice in Gamification
Who else is using it? How?

NASA may not have as much government funding as it used to, but our dreams
of space exploration live on in the Kerbal Space Program. We know it, and so
does NASA, apparently, which is going to partner with the game on a special
downloadable mission pack.
FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Today, NASA is working on a “special downloadable mission pack”. Any questions about the authentic learning going on here?
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Best Practice in Gamification
What are the benefits to students?

• Improve engagement
• Motivation
• Visual feedback
• Social interactions
• Entertaining method of delivering content
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What are the Benefits to Students?
Engagement
• Students will feel more invested in the material if they are the ones driving the progression.
• As students improve their scores and understanding, adjust the difficulty to keep them challenged.
Motivation
• Additional motivation factors can be included like high score boards
Visual
• Smaller more visual rewards like badges and achievements will feel more real to students used to playing games than traditional number/letter grades and provide a greater sense of achievement
Social
• Students can learn to work together to achieve a goal.
• The interactivity is especially useful for the online environment to provide additional interaction for students with each other and their instructor.
Competition
• Provides additional motivational elements and interactivity in the curriculum
Entertaining
• Presenting content in a fun way can aid in retention of the content
• If the content is presented in an interesting or fun way, the students are more likely to revisit it.
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Best Practice in Gamification
What else is interesting to know?
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Elements of Gamification
Progression
• Alternate form of motivation
• Provides immediate feedback on accomplishments
Investment
• More meaningful to most students than a number grade
• Provides something to strive fore and a sense of achievement
• Provides a more social experience in the classroom
• Public recognition for completing tasks
Cascading Information Theory.
• Student feel more invested in their learning
• Get the students attention
• Using analytics, real-time feedback on participation and understanding can be gathered
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Best Practice in Gamification

Audience Participation Time!

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Kymberli: Last chance for audience participation!
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Best Practices in Gamification

Questions or comments
for Peter?

Peter Diltz
Instructional Technologist, Academic Technology
DeVry Online Services

FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Kymberli asks the audience if they have any questions or comments for Peter.
Kymberli thanks Peter for his contribution to today’s presentation.
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Best Practice in Gamification
What else is interesting to know?

http://www.enclavestudios.net/CuttingEdge/
FEBRUARY 24, 2014

This game will test your knowledge of the elements covered on this slide.
Click on the link in the chat room. Enter your name in the box. http://www.enclavestudios.net/CuttingEdge/
Click on a Category at the bottom, and then click on a matching Element at the top.
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Wrap-Up

Zoaib Mirza
Director, Academic Technology
DeVry Online Services
FEBRUARY 24, 2014

Zoaib wraps up the presentation.
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